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  LANCING PREP WORTHING  

  Weekly Briefing    10 September 2021 

Monday 13 September 

09.30-10.30 Year 8 HPV Vaccinations 

13.45-16.00 Boys' Football: U11 
Tournament (A), Lancing College. Return 
17.00 

16.30-17.30 Year 8 Welcome Evening, Hall, 
followed by Y8 Extra-Curricular Subjects 
Parents' Evening 
 

Tuesday 14 September 

16.30-17.30 Year 5 Welcome Evening, Hall 
 

Wednesday 15 September 

14.30 Girls' Hockey: U12/13 v Pennthorpe 

(H - Lancing College). Return 16.30 

14.30 Girls' Hockey: U10/11 v Pennthorpe 

(H - Lancing College). Return 16.30 

14.30 Boys' Football: U13/12 v Shoreham 

College (H). Pick up 16.00 

14.30 Boys' Football: U11/10 A and B v 

Dorset House (A). Return 17.15 

16.30-18.00 Year 6 Welcome Evening, Hall 

Thursday 16 September 

14.40 Hockey: 2 x U8/9 mixed girls and boys 

v Brighton Girls (A). Return 17.00 

17.30-19.00 Open Evening for Years 3-8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Week Ahead … 

Keep up to date with our online calendar 

www.lancingprepworthingcalendar.org.uk 

Follow us on Twitter and Facebook 

@LancingPrepWthg 

 

 

WORD OF THE WEEK 
 

Apricity (noun)  
The warmth of the sun in 

the winter. 
 

LPWA Notices 

LPWA Committee Meeting and AGM – 

Wednesday 6th October in the main hall from 

7.30pm.  Everyone welcome.  Come along and find 

out what exciting events we are planning for your 

children.  We are always looking for new ideas to 

raise money or for the children to have fun.  (Please 

note this date has changed from Wednesday 29th 

September) 

Dates for your Diary 

Friday 24th September – Uniform Sale (This is 

dependent on helpers to run this sale) 

Friday 1st October – Party Night for Nursery, Pre-

Prep and Prep 

Wednesday 6th October – Committee & AGM 

Meeting 

Friday 5th November – Fireworks Night 

Friday 26th November – Christmas Fair 

(All the above are subject to government covid 

guidelines) 

 

 

Prep School Hockey and Football Academy 
Saturday Mornings (9.30-10.45am) at Lancing 

College 
 
Starting this Saturday, 11 September, these 
sessions will take place on Saturday mornings and 
will offer two sports per term, throughout the whole 
academic year.  This Autumn we will run both 
Football and Hockey (Boys and Girls) for years 
5,6,7,8.  The aim of these sessions is to create 
strong links with both prep schools and to enable 
your son/daughter to have access to our excellent 
facilities and coaches.  
 
Training will take place at Lancing College, and we 
ask that students meet the coaches at the Tennis 
Pavilion prior to the session at 9.20am. Please can 
email to confirm attendance on kea@lancing.org.uk.   

http://www.lancingprepworthingcalendar.org.uk/
http://www.lancingprepworthingcalendar.org.uk/
mailto:kea@lancing.org.uk


Lancing Prep Worthing
A Lancing College Preparatory School

News Bulletin

          10 September 2021

Sport is back!
The children were delighted to 
be taking part in sport again after 
the summer break and this term 
they are very excited that they will 
be playing fixtures against other 
schools!

The girls in Years 5 to 8 headed off 
to Lancing College for a pre-season 
hockey coaching with the College 
staff. They were delighted to see 

some Lancing College first team 
hockey players who came to lend a 
hand, including our very own Grace 
B, who is now entering her Upper 
Sixth year and contemplating her 
next step to university.

The boys had their first competitive 
fixtures against our sister school 
with a mixed bag of results but their 
enthusiasm and determination 
shone through.

Bonjour, Year 3 and Year 8
For their first French lesson, the Year 3 pupils told their 
teacher everything they already knew in French and it 
was quite impressive. 

After a presentation of the French room and of the 
resources they will use throughout the year, they have 
been working on the French alphabet and on spelling 
in French with the Linguascope Elementary App. They 
have also used very resourcefully the visual bilingual 
Collins dictionary to support their learning in the more 
challenging activity on Linguascope. 

The group was incredibly focused, kind and empathetic, 
helping each other to learn together.

At the very top of the school, the Year 8 pupils have 
been doing a starter activity on countries as part of 
their topic ‘les vacances’ (holidays). 

They had to match a selection of flags with the name of 
some countries in French. Then, they made some very 
astute hypothesis to explain why the little word (article) 
in front of the countries was not always the same. 

They have worked very well together and used their 
linking and capitalising learning skills to understand 
this grammar rule. Grammar can be learnt in a fun way! 
 



Lancing College schools have the mantra, Be Inspired, Be Brilliant, Be 
You and the children from LPW who volunteered to take part in the Food 
Pioneers Bee Festival in Buckingham Park on 21 August added a fourth 
element, Bee Amazing...  

The children formed groups to run three very different stalls with queen 
bees and worker bees, Mrs Beeby, Mrs Pelling and Mrs Milling. The 
children worked incredibly hard over the summer holidays to prepare for 
the event and they had used their skills of ‘delving deeper’ to learn more 
about bees, honey and their vital importance to the natural environment.  

The girls in ‘Hive Beeby’ worked on a honey cake stall with a difference 
– they all wore bee costumes very kindly made by a parent and made 
yellow pompoms to represent grains of pollen. They had learned about 
the waggle dance the worker bees use to show other bees where the 
best flowers are and designed their own version of the dance which the 
visitors were invited to join in! Once the visitor had followed the dance to 
collect a pollen grain, they then took it back to the Hive stall to exchange 
for a delicious home-baked honey cake. The cakes were offered free 
as the girls just wanted people to enjoy the day and learn a little more 
about bees. 

The ‘Hive Pelling’ children had the fabulous idea of creating a honey 
tasting stand. Jonathan and his dad built and painted the stand out of 
salvaged wood and the rest of the team produced signs, posters, bunting 
and decorations including some super bee pebbles and models. They 
sourced four different flavoured honeys for visitors to taste and to try 
to guess the flavour. Those who guessed correctly were entered into a 
draw to win a huge cuddly bee!  

The ‘Hive Milling’ children created a fun and lively stall with a variety 
of bee-focused products to sell to visitors at the event. The stall sold 
everything from bee tattoos to bee friendly plants and flowers, to 
homemade bee bombs and even crochet bee keyrings.  The children’s 
stall raised an impressive £312 for the Food Pioneers. 

All the children were great ambassadors for our school, showing their 
passion for the environment and the world around us and, as we would 
expect, they were unfailingly polite and friendly to the Bees  & Seas 
Festival visitors. They are a shining example of the three LPW school 
rules, Love Learning, Be Kind and Go out into the World and Do Good
and thoroughly deserved their Head Teacher Awards this week.

Bee Amazing!



Prep Head Teacher Awards
to 10 09 21

Year 3

Elliott S for completing his first ever chapter book at home and 
sharing it so eagerly in class during show-and-tell time

Year 4

Beau H for going out into the world and doing good through his 
support for the Food Pioneers in the Bee Festival in August

Charlotte M for going out into the world and doing good through her 
support for the Food Pioneers in the Bee Festival in August

Leah M for going out into the world and doing good through her 
support for the Food Pioneers in the Bee Festival in August

Olivia H for going out into the world and doing good through her 
support for the Food Pioneers in the Bee Festival in August

Skantha N-R for going out into the world and doing good through her 
support for the Food Pioneers in the Bee Festival in August

Year 5

Anvita D for going out into the world and doing good through her 
support for the Food Pioneers in the Bee Festival in August

Constance DF for going out into the world and doing good through her 
support for the Food Pioneers in the Bee Festival in August

Faye W for going out into the world and doing good through her 
support for the Food Pioneers in the Bee Festival in August

Florence D for going out into the world and doing good through her 
support for the Food Pioneers in the Bee Festival in August

Fraser S for going out into the world and doing good through his 
support for the Food Pioneers in the Bee Festival in August

India G for going out into the world and doing good through her 
support for the Food Pioneers in the Bee Festival in August

Jessica W for going out into the world and doing good through her 
support for the Food Pioneers in the Bee Festival in August

Jonathan C for going out into the world and doing good through his 
support for the Food Pioneers in the Bee Festival in August

Joshua C for going out into the world and doing good through his 
support for the Food Pioneers in the Bee Festival in August

Misha M for going out into the world and doing good through her 
support for the Food Pioneers in the Bee Festival in August

Oscar E for going out into the world and doing good through his 
support for the Food Pioneers in the Bee Festival in August

Ryley G for scoring his first-ever hat-trick in LPW’s win in the football 
on Wednesday!

Sophia A for going out into the world and doing good through her 
support for the Food Pioneers in the Bee Festival in August

Sophia S for going out into the world and doing good through her 
support for the Food Pioneers in the Bee Festival in August

Year 6

Devon S for going out into the world and doing good through his 
support for the Food Pioneers in the Bee Festival in August

Jessica B for going out into the world and doing good through her 
support for the Food Pioneers in the Bee Festival in August

Phoebe B for going out into the world and doing good through her 
support for the Food Pioneers in the Bee Festival in August

Yuvraj S for being persistent and focussed in improving his 
handwriting! Mr Resilient Ruler himself

LPW 
Be

Kind

LPW 
Love

Learning

Pre-Prep Head Teacher Awards
to 10 09 21

LPW 
Be

Kind

LPW 
Love

Learning

Reception

The whole class for having an amazing start to the term

Year 1

Both Year 1 
classes for having such a great first full week of the term

Year 2

The whole class for settling in so well at the top of the Pre-Prep

House Points 
The first set of House Point totals is in!

 Saxons  Saxons  97     CeltsCelts  82    Britons  Britons  75   NormansNormans  61

Well done to former LPW pupils
GCSE grades are now given in numbers with grades 7 & 8 equating to the 
previous A/A*s and grade 9 being a new grade which would be an A**. We 
are delighted to hear so many of our former pupils, now at Lancing College, 
did so well.

Thomas W, academic scholar, achieved an impressive clean sweep  of 9 
grade 9 results
Alex B, academic scholar, did amazingly well with 8 grade 9 and one grade 8 
with an A in his Additional Maths exam. 
Henry S, academic scholar and sports exhibitioner amassed 5 grade 9, 2 
grade 8, and one apiece at grade 7 and grade 6
Theo C, drama scholar and academic exhibitioner had a strong set of results 
with 3 grade 9, 2 grade 8 and 4 grade 7
Erin R, academic and art exhibitioner, was awarded 2 grade 9, 4 grade 8 and 
3 grade 7.

We are immensely proud of them all. We also heard this week that Upper 
Sixth former Max B, another LPW alumnus, is now joint Head of School at the 
College!

Year 7

Anton S for being an adventurous reader and completing the library 
challenge

Henry B for being adventurous and open-minded when reading a 
19th Century novel

Janani R for being an adventurous reader and completing the library 
challenge

John H for being focused and methodical in completing a higher 
level reading challenge

Martha M for being an adventurous reader and completing the library 
challenge

Osian E for being perseverent on his Duolingo targets and achieving 
the highest score of the school this week

Purdey M for being adventurous and open-minded when reading a 
19th Century novel

Thomas S for being an adventurous reader and completing the library 
challenge

Year 8

Alexander S for being focused and methodical in completing a higher 
level reading challenge

Amelia G for crafting an impressive Buddha as part of her REP 
research project

)
Anna B           )

)

for crafting a detailed Mosque as part of her REP research 
project, and for being an inquisitive and independent learner 
in French

)
)

Grace W         ) 
)

for being a linking learner and applying year 7 skills to a year 
8 Shakespeare project in English, and for being an inquisitive 
and focused learner to solve grammar rules in French

Sophia B for being imaginative and inquisitive when crafting her 
Shakespeare research project

Prep Head Teacher Awards
to 10 09 21

LPW 
Be

Kind

LPW 
Love

Learning

Well done, Freddie
Over the summer holidays Freddie B 
in Year 5 played a lot of cricket and 
was thrilled to be picked to ‘play up’ 
in an U11s hardball tournament for his 
club, Wisborough Green.  

His first batting score was a fabulous 
48 ‘not out’ and the club very kindly 
added him to their weekly honours 
board.



 

 

 

vg=vegan 

   Pasta with a choice of 
sauces, vegetable bolognese, 

tomato and basil, pesto  
Mild chicken korma  

Butchers’ sausages, roasted 
red onions and gravy  

Beef lasagne  
Homemade chicken breast 

goujons, optional sweet chilli 
mayo 

Gnocchi baked in a tomato 
and basil sauce with a 

cheddar glaze  
Vegetable korma Vegetarian sausages Autumn vegetable pancakes 

Spinach and parmesan 
arancini with roast tomato 

sauce  

Vegetable bolognese with 
penne pasta  

Vegetable korma Vegan sausages Lentil and tomato pasta  
Vegan burger with roast 

tomato sauce  

Broccoli, garlic bread, 
seasonal salad  

Basmati rice, cumin roasted 
cauliflower, naan bread  

Mashed potatoes, carrots, 
minted peas  

Mixed leaf salad, green beans, 
flatbread 

Coleslaw, chips, BBQ beans  

Assorted seasonal salads 
with protein options 

Assorted seasonal salads 
with protein options 

Assorted seasonal salads 
with protein options 

Assorted seasonal salads 
with protein options 

Assorted seasonal salads 
with protein options 

Strawberry and banana 
smoothie (vg) 

Lancing flapjack (vg)  

Honey rice pudding and 
mango coulis  

 
Vegan fairy cake   

Peaches and freshly made 
yoghurt   

 
Vegan custard pot 

Ice-cream bar  
 

Vegan ice cream  
 

WEEK:3 
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